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Pavel Büchler, Une fois de plus, 2015
Brass Reception Bell, 10 x 13 x 7.5 cm, Unique

Pavel Büchler, Becket‘s Cage, 2019
Letterpress on Arches 88 paper, 2 parts, 27 x 60 each, Ed. 3 + 1

Pavel Büchler, Don‘t Shoot Him!, 2018
audioinstallation (10-15 minutes looped), BA-loudspeakers, approx. 100 x 75 x 75 cm, Unique

Pavel Büchler, New Paintings (Uses and Actions), 2018, reclaimed paint on canvas, 120 x 60 cm and New Paintings (Evil and Error), 2018, reclaimed paint on canvas, 50 x 75 cm

Pavel Büchler, New Paintings (Figure 1), 2019
reclaimed paint on canvas, 78 x 58 cm

Pavel Büchler, New Paintings (Figure 1), 2019
Detail

Pavel Büchler, New Paintings (Figure 2), 2019
reclaimed paint on canvas, 78 x 58 cm

Pavel Büchler, New Paintings (Figure 2), 2019
Detail

Pavel Büchler, New Paintings (Truth ans Beauty), 2019
reclaimed paint on canvas, 150 x 100 cm

Pavel Büchler, New Paintings (Young Girl and Man), 201
reclaimed paint on canvas, 46 x 55 cm

Pavel Büchler, New Paintings (Splash), 2019
reclaimed paint on canvas, 96 x 73 cm

Pavel Büchler, New Paintings (Splash), 2019
Detail

Pavel Büchler
“A pause, more or less long”
11.1. – 15.2.2020
Pavel Büchler can look back meantime over an extensive oeuvre that is char-acterised by an
interesting, indeed quite subversive media diversity, as well as a preference for techniques and
tools typical of the modern analogue mass communication. For example, in his text works the
artists avails him-self of moving type such as used to be used by the book and newspaper printers of the letterpress era, and in his “sound pieces” he integrates anti-quated PA loudspeakers
or vinyl records. Modernism, with a focus on the pe-riod after 1945, is also his point of departure, reference point and re-source when it comes to contents and reflections on them, in the
narrower sense. For this reason, he also has recourse to existing image, sound, tex-tual and
language material from cinema, television and literature. These the artist transforms through
minimal interventions while at the same time subjecting them to surprising analyses.
A strikingly large number of Pavel Büchler’s works are permeated, like a leitmotiv, by something
akin to a gesture of rejection. These works are on show in the current exhibition. This is particularly irritating because in these works media technology forms the central point, standing for
differ-ent culturally-shaped narrative traditions such as cinema or literature, or those serving
direct communication, like the bell at a hotel reception desks. The artist has muffled its high ringing sound with a silk bow tie, while the title he has given that work, Une fois de plus, 2015, is
the first sentence in Alain Robbe-Grillet’s script for L’année dernière à Marienbad, a discursive
field surrounding the abysmal and destructive impact of manip-ulated relations between fiction
and reality.
Pavel Büchler may use strategies of concept art, a form whose strength and his-torical topicality
consisted of acting self-referentially, while at the same time highlighting art and its social role as
such. Yet his carefully considered choice of authors, film passages, sound and text fragments
focuses equally on individual human, as well as historical moments that raise fundamental
existential questions. Both in Don’t Shoot Him!, 2018, an audio installation using the brief pause
in action that follows the last shot fired in Martin Scorsese’s film Taxi Driver, and in a pair of
prints, Beckett’s Cage, 2019, whose text “a pause, more or less long” is also the title of the
exhibition, the main concern is key moments in modernism, the experiences and impacts of the
loss/absence of meaning, orientation and perspective for action, of sense perception and of
rational thinking, as well as the loss of common ethical values, when the coor-dinates that had
grounded knowledge and its discourse up till then lose their credibility, in the sense of Michel
Foucault.
This also applies to the “New Paintings”, 2019, the radicalism of which goes far beyond what
Pavel Büchler had done with paintings so far. Here, rules of play that used to be valid are taken
uncompromisingly to a zero point, respec-tively to a point of deflection where habits of perception and reflection are mercilessly ousted from their comfort zone. This includes the failures of
his painter colleagues, who gave him the paintings which, for him, form the point of departure
for a complex shaping process: the paint has been scraped off them, pulverised and the resulting dust re applied to the original canvas in

paintings lead away from the noise of communicative excess towards a highly many thin
layers. These monochrome charged silence. Finally, through the modern-ist idea of negation, here negation of the artistic gesture of failure and a new beginning, an attentive gaze is
directed at the realities and possibili-ties emerging in the grey zones.
										
Elisabeth Gerber
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